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PARER DISCUSSION



1) The CEO has decided to visit all the (1)/

departments of the office tomorrow (2)/

evening to review of the situation. (3)/ No

Error (4)

1) 1

2) 2

3) 3

4) 4

Correct Answer: 3



2) Neha is a very good fashion (1)/ designer

but her designs are not (2)/ easily accessible

with the public. (3)/ No Error (4)

1) 1

2) 2

3) 3

4) 4

Correct Answer: 3



3) _____ of the five persons will appear in the court.

1) Any

2) Neither

3) Either

4) Both

Correct Answer: Any



4) _____ the child saw his parents, he became

happy.

1) Where

2) Who

3) When

4) While

Correct Answer: When



5) Ruhika was married _____ Akshay.

1) with

2) to

3) by

4) off

Correct Answer: to



6) Neha's pay is _____ of her work.

1) too highly

2) high enough

3) much high

4) enough high

Correct Answer: high enough



7) Rahul can _____ the four candles in one

breath.

1) put out

2) put down

3) put up

4) put away

Correct Answer: put out



8) In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the word similar in meaning to

the word given.

Imbecility

1) dazzling

2) foolishness

3) desperate

4) flattery

Correct Answer: foolishness



9) In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the word similar in meaning to

the word given.

Haughty

1) inborn

2) fearful

3) skillful

4) arrogant

Correct Answer: arrogant



10. It is not difficult to forgive some one who says

sorry.

(1) is apologising

(2) is asking sorry

(3) No Improvement

(4) apologises

(4) Apologise- to say that you are sorry for doing 

something wrong.

Here, apologises is the right usage.



11. A greedy man always hankers after

money.

(1) wanted

(2) greeds after

(3) No Improvement

(4) runs after

(3) No Improvement Hanker after : to have a 

strong desire for something.



12. Be quick otherwise you would miss the

train.

(1) otherwise you could have

(2) No Improvement

(3) otherwise you will

(4) otherwise you will have

(3) As the structure suggests, Future Simple

should be used here.

Hence, otherwise you will, is the right usage.



In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the word similar in meaning to

the word given.

Somnolent

1) irritate

2) provoke

3) drowsy

4) enrage

HOME WORK




